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••If ible desire to continue the explorations 
thus happily begun, yet everybody knew 
that these thin?« were aside from the 
main purpose in view and that we 
should be false to onrduty in wasting a 
moment more upon the moon than was 
absolutely necessary to put the ships in

could not withdraw our fascinated eyes 
from it—wo could clearly behold the 
fearful things that went on in its nu
cleus.

This consisted of an immense number
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of separate meteors of no very great size 
individually, hut which were in oon- 

proper condition to proceed on their gtant motion among one another, dart
warlike voyage. I jDg t0 and fr0, clashing and smashing

Everything being prepared then, we together, while fountains of blazing me- 
left the moon with great regret, just 48 tallio particles and hot mineral vapors 
hours after we had landed upon its sur
face, carrying with us a determination 
to revisit it and learn more of its won-
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i poured out in every direction.

As i watched it, unable to withdraw 
I my eyes, I saw imaginary forms reveal- 

j ing themselves amid the darning me- 
j toors. They seemed like creatures in 

A day or two after leaving the moon agony, tossing their arms, bewailing in 
we had another adventure with a wan-
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wearing quality is not as guarunted,
derful secrets in case we should surviverib-
tire dangers which wo were going to face. money
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their attitudes the awful fate that had 
which overtaken them and fairly obilliug my 

[ rary blindness, of protecting our eyes brought us into far greater peril than | blood with the pantomime of torture 
with neutral tinted glasses. had our encounter with the meteor. | wbjob they exhibited. I thought of an

Professor Moissan, the groat French The airships had been partitioned off ] 0ld superstition which I had often 

chemist and maker of artificial dia- so that a portion of the interior could heard about the earth and exclaimed,
But along the shore of the old sea. mends, fairly danced with delight. be darkened in order to serve as a sleep- | «y es, surelv, this is a flying bell!”

just where the so culled bay of Rain- ‘‘Voila, voila, voilai” was all that ing chamber, wherein, according to the , As the electric activity of the comet 
bows separates itself from the abyss of be coul(1 H1,y regulations prescribed by tbe command- : increased its continued changes of po-
tho sea of Showers, there were fuund When we were comparatively near, er of the squadron, each member of tbe teutial and polarity became more fre-
somo stratified rocks in which the fasoi- mountain no longer seemed to glow expedition in bis turn passed 8 out of queut, and the electrical ships darted

with a uniform radiance, evenly dis- every 24 hours—sleeping if he could ; about with even greater confusion than 
tribu ted over its, entire surface, but now if not, meditating in a more or less i before. Occasionally one of them, seized 
innumerable points of light, ail as bright dazed way upon the wonderful things' with a sudden impulse, would spring 
as so many little suns, blazed away at that he was seeing and doing—things [ forward toward the nucleus of the comet 

us. It was evident that wo had before far more incredible than tbe creations j with a sudden access of velocity that
of a dream. I would fling every one of its crew from

One morning, if I may call by the [ bis feet, and all would lie sprawling 

name morning tbe time of my periodical j the floor of tbe car while it rushed, as it 
emergence from the darkened chamber, 
glancing from one of the windows I | structiou. 
was startled to see in the black sky a 
brilliant comet.

appre-dering inhabitant of space
[Continued from Iasi week ]
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CHAPTER VII.
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nated eyes of tbe explorer behold the 
clear Imprint of a gigantic tinman foot, 
measuring live feet in length from toe 
to heel.

The most minute search failed to re
veal another trace of the presence of the 
ancient giant, who hud left the impress 
of his foot in the wet sands of the beach 
here so many millions of years ago that 
even the imagination of the geologists 
shrank from the task of attempting to 
fix the precise period.

Around this gigantic footprint gath
ered most of the scientific members of 
tbe expedition, wearing their oddly 
shaped airtight suits, connected with 
telepbouio wires, and the spectacle, but 
for the impressiveness of the discovery, 
would have been laughable in the ex
treme. Bending over the mark in the 
rook, nodding their heads together, 
pointing with their awkwardly accou
tered anus, they looked like an assem
blage of antediluvian monsters collected 
around their prey. Their djsuppoiut- 
ment over the fact that no other marks 
of anything resembling human habita
tion could be discovered was very great.

Htill this footprint in itself was quite 
sufficient, as they all declared, to settle 
tbe question of the former iuhabitatiou 
of the moon, and it would serve for the 
production of many a learned volume 
after their return to the earth, even if 
no further discoveries should be made 
in other parts of the lunar world.

It was the hope of making such other 
discoveries that led to the dispatch of 
the various expeditious 1 have already 
named, i had chosen to accompany the 
car that was going to Aristarchus, be
cause, as every due who had viewed tbe 
moon from the earth was aware, there 
was something very mysterious about 
that mountain. I knew that it was a 
crater nearly 80 miles in diameter and 
very deep, although its floor was plain
ly visible.

What rendered it remarkable was the 
fact that that floor and the walls of the 
crater, particularly on the inner side, 
glowed with a marvelous brightness 
which rendered them almost blinding 
when viewed with a powerful telescope.

So bright were they, indeed, that the 
eye was unable to see many of the de
tails which the telescope would have 
made visible but for the flood of light
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us a mountain composed of, or at least 
covered with, crystals.

Without stopping to alight on tbe 
outer slopes of the great ring shaped 
range of peaks which composed Aristar
chus we sailed over their rim and look
ed down into tbe interior. Here the

on

Harris & Dean.seemed, to inevitable and instant de-

ru Successors to W. P, Harris
Then, either through the frantic 

efforts of the electrician struggling with 
j the controller or through another change 

! in the polarity of the comet, the ship 
, . ... . , 1 would be saved on the very brink of

at this time approaching the neighbor- j ruiQ and stagger away out of immediate 
hood of the sun, and no stranger of that ! danger
kind had been detected from the observa- Thus tbe captnred Eqaadrou
tories making its way sunward before 
we left tbe earth. Here, however, was
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splendor of the crystals was greater than 
on the outer slopes, and the broad floor 
of the crater, thousands of feat beneath 
ns, shone and sparkled with overwhelm
ing radiance as if it were an immense 
bin of diamonds, while a peak iu tbe 
center flamed like a stupendous tiara 
iuorusted with selected gems.

Eager to see what these crystals were, 
the oar was now allowed rapidly to 
drop into the interior of the crater.
With great caution we brought it to 
rest upon tbe blazing ground, for the 
sharp edges of the. crystals would cer
tainly have torn the metallio sides of planation was of a most disquieting 
the car if it hud come into violent con- character, 
tact with them.
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CHAPTER VIII.

No periodical comet, as I knew, was
Everything belonging to that line ;-v

' V.K * H

\ ftwas ROBES, TENTS, WAGON COVERS, 

WHIPS, SPURS, GLOVES.
I swept, swaying and darting hither and 

, , , , thither, but never able to get snffleient-
numistakabiy a comet rushing toward lv far frouj the C0Iliet t0 break tbe boud 
the sun, flinging out a great gleaming 
tail behind it and so close to ns that I

Sa

Call 
exami

d get our prices and
? our goods before buying ■>.of its fatal attraction.

So great was our excitement and so 
complete our absorption in the fearful 
peril that we had apt noticed the pre
cise direction iipwhich the comet was

east
WEISER AND PAYETTE. IDAHO. :5,wondered to see it remaining almost 

motionless iu the sky. This phenomenon 
was soon explained to me, and the ex-

I
carrying ns. It was enough to know 
that the goal of the journey was the 

iho stranger had already been per- fjftuape of the snn. But presently some
Donning our airtight suits and step- ceived not only from tbe flagship, but one iu the flagship recalled us to a more

ping carefully out upon this wonderful from the other members of tbe squad- accurate sense of our situation in space
footing, we attempted to detach some of ron, and, as I now learned, efforts had by exclaiming :
the crystals. Many of them were firmly been made to get out of its neighbor- |

fastened, but a few—some of astonish- \ hood, but for some reason the electrical 
ing size—were readily loosened.

A moment’s inspection showed that mysterious disturbing force acting upon
we had stumbled upon the most marvel- it, and so it had been found impossible
ous work of the forces of crystallization to avoid an encounter with the comet—
that human eyes had ever rested npou. not an actual coming into contact with
Some time in the past history of the it, hat a falling into tbe sphere of its
moon there had been an enormous out- influence.
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‘‘Why, there is tbe earth.”
And there, indeed, it was, its great 

globe rolling under our eyes, with tbe 
contrasted colors of the continents and

apparatus did not work perfectly, some

Where you can gel a bill complete in all kinds of building materials.clouds and the watery gleam of the 
ocean spread beneath us.

‘‘We are going to strike it, ” exclaim
ed somebody ‘‘The comet is going to 
dash into the earth. ”

Such a collision at first seemed inevi
table, but presently it was noticed that 
the direction of tbe comet’s motion was

KELLY’S LUMBER YARD.II In fact, I was informed that for sev-flow of molten material from tbe crater.
This had overspread tbe walls and par- | eral hours tbe squadron had been drag- 
tially filled up the interior, and later its ging along in the wake of a comet, very
surface had flowered into gems as thick much as boats are sometimes towed off ] BUob that while it might graze the earth 
as blossoms in a bed of pansies. by a wounded whale. Every effort had wonid not actually strike it.

The whole mass flashed prismatic been made to so adjust the electric And so, like a swarm of giant insects 
rays of indescribable beauty and iuten- charge upon the ships that they would oircliug about an electric light from 
sity. Wo gazed, at first speechless with be repelled from the cometic u ass; but, wboSB n)af,ic influeuce tbey caunot es-

owmg apparently to eccentric changes cape, oor sbjps YYeut on_ t0 be wbipped

against the earth iu passing and then 
to continue their swift journey to de
struction.

In a
&

(/A Tight
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amazement.
“It cannot be; surely it cannot bel” [continually going on in the electric

charge affecting the clashing mass of 
"But it is, ” said another member of meteoric bodies which constituted the

bead of the comet, we found it impossi
ble to escape from its influence.

“I cannot yet tell,” replied tbe pro- I At one instant the ships would be re- 
fessor. “They have the brilliancy of pelled, immediately afterward they 
diamonds, bnt they may be something would be attracted again, and thus they

were dragged hither and thither, but 
“Moon jewels,” suggested a third. ! never able to break from tbe invisible 
“And worth untold millions what- leash which the comet bad oast upon

them. The latter was moving with 
These magnificent crystals, some of enormous velocity toward the sun, and 

which appeared to be almost flawless, consequently we were being carried 
varied in size from the dimensions of a back again, away from the object of our 
hazelnut to geometrical solids several expedition, with a fair prospect of being 
inches in diameter. We carefully select- dissipated in blazing vapors when the 
ed as many as it was convenient to carry comet had dragged ns, unwilling pris- 
and placed them iu the car for future oners, into tbetimmediate neighborhood 
examination. We had, solved another of the solar furnace, 
long standing lunar problem and had j Even tbe most cool beaded lost his 

perhaps opened up an iuxohaustihle self control in this terrible emergency, 
mine of wealth which might eventually Every kind of device that experience or 
go far toward reimbursing the earth for the imagination could suggest was 
the damage which it had suffered from tried, hut nothing would do. Still on

we rushed with the electrified atoms 
On returning to Cape Heruclides we | composing the tail of the comet sweep- 

found that the other expeditions had and *ro over the members of the
squadron, as tbey shifted their position,

said Profeasor Moissan at length.

& X
the party.

“Are these diamonds?” asked a third.
“Thank God, this saves us,” sudden

ly cried Mr. Edison.
“ What—what?”
“Why, the earth, of course. Do you 

not see that as the comet sweeps close 
to tbe great planet tbe superior attrac
tion of the latter will snatch us from 
its grasp, and that thus we shall be 
able to escape?”

And it was indeed as Mr. Edison had 
predicted. In a blaze of falling meteors 
the comet swept the outer limits of the 
earth’s atmosphere and passed on, while 
the swaying ships, having been instruct
ed by signals what to do, desperately 
applied their electrical machinery to re
verse the attraction and threw them
selves into the arms of their mother 
earth.

In another instant we were all free, 
settling down through the quiet atmos
phere with the Atlantic ocean sparkling 
in the morning sun far below.

We looked at one another in amaze
ment. So this was the end of our voy
age I This was the completion of our 
warlike enterprise 1 We had started out 
to conquer a world und we had come 
back ignominionsly dragged in the train 
of a comet.

Tbe earth which we were going to 
defend and protect had herself tnrned 
protector and reaching out her strong 
arm had snatched her foolish children 
from tbe destruction which they had 
invited.

It wonid be impossible to describe the 
chagrin of every member of the expedi
tion.

Î

Feel sorry for the boy? Sure 
thing! But if you select a shoe 
that doesn’t fit, you will have 
trouble of your own. Buy your 
footgear out of a good stock. 
How do these prices suit you:

else. ”
which poured from the mountains. Sir 
William Herschel had been so com
pletely misled by this appearance that 
he supposed he was watching a lunar 
volcano iu eruption.

It had always been a difficult ques
tion what caused the extraordinary lu
minosity of Aristarchus. No end of hy
potheses had been invented to account 
for it. Now I was to assist in fettling 
these questions forever.

From Cape Heraolidea to Aristarchus 
the distance in an air line was some
thing over 300 miles. Our course lay 
across the northeastern part of the sea 
of Showers, with enormous cliffs, 
mountain masses and peaks shining on 
the right, while in the other direction 
the view was bounded by the distant 
range of tbe lunar Apennines, some of 
whose towering peaks, when viewed 
from our immense elevation, appeared 
as sharp as the Swiss Matterhorn.

When we had arrived within about 
100 miles of our destination, we found 
ourselves floating directly over the so 
called Harbinger mountains. The ser
rated peaks of Aristarchus then appear
ed ahead of as, fairly blazing in tbe 
sunshine.

It seemed ns if a gigantic string of 
diamonds, every one as great as a moun
tain peak, had been cast down upon the 
barren surface of the moon and left to 
waste their brilliance upon the desert 
air of this abandoned world.

As we rapidly approached the daz
zling splendor of the mountain became 
almost unbearable to oar eyes, and we

.im
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aever they are, ’’ remarked another.
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the invasion of the Martians.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:arrived at the rendezvous ahead of ns.

Their members had wonderful stories to pit]01® of smoke from a gigantic
tell of what they had seen, but nothing steamer drifting over the sea birds that 
cansed quite so much astonishment as follow in its course, 
that which we had to tell and to show. I Was this to end it all, then? Was this 

The party which had gone to visit ! the fate that Providence had in store for 
Plato and the lunar Alps brought back, ns\ Were the hopes of the earth thus to 
however, information which, in a seien- perish? Was the expedition to bewreçk- 
tiflo sense, was no less interesting than ed aud l^8 f®!® remain forever un- 
what we bad been able to gather. known to the planet from which it had

They had found within the curious iet forth? And was onr beloved globe, 
ring of Plato, which is a circle of which had seemed so fair to ns when 
mountains 60 miles iu diameter, in- we ^aBt l°°ked upon it near by and iu 
closing a level plain remarkably smooth wfi°se defense we had resolved to spend 
over most of its surface, unmistakable our last breath, to be left helpless and 
evidences of former inhabitation. A ** f^® mercy of its implacable foe in the 

gigantic city had evidently at one time 
existed near the center of this great 
plain. Tbe outlines of its walls and the 
foundation marks of some of its 1m-
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The electric ships rapidly assembled 
and hovered high in the air, while their 
commanders consulted about what 
should be done. A universal feeling of 
shame almost drove them to a decision 
not to land upon the surface of the 
planet, and if possible not to let its in
habitants know what had occurred.

But it was too late for that. Looking 
carefully beneath ns, we saw that fate 
had brought us back to our very start
ing point, and signals displayed iu the 
neighborhood of New York indicated 
that wo had already been recognized. 
There was nothing for ns then bnt to 
drop down and explain tbe situation.

I shall not delay my narrative by un
dertaking to describe the astonishment 
and tbe disappointment of the inhabit
ants of the earth when, within a fort
night from our departure, they saw us 
back again, with no laurels of victory 
crowning oor brows.

At first they bad hoped that we were 
returning iu triumph, and we were 
overwhelmed with questions the mo
ment we had dropped within speaking 
distance.

“Have you whipped them?”
‘‘How many are lost?”
“Is there any more danger?”
“Faix, have ye got one of thim min 

from Mars?”
But their rejoicings and their face- 

tionsness were turned into wailing when 
the Until was imparted.

We made a short story of it, for we 
had nut the heurt to go into details. We

* »
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At length we gave ourselves up for 

lost. There seemed to be no possible 
way to free ourselves from the baleful 
grip of this terrible and unlocked for

* *
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M gXmeuse buildings were plainly made ont, 

and elaborate plans of this vanished 
capital of the moon were "prepared by 

several members of the party.
One of them was fortunate enough to 

discover an even more precious relic of 
the ancient lunarians. It was a piece of 
petrified skull bone, representing but a 
small portion of the head to which it 
had belonged, bnt yet sufficient to en
able tbe anthropologists, who immedi
ately fell to examining it, to draw ideal 
representations of the head as it must 
have been iu life—the bead of a giant 
of enormous size, which, if it had pos
sessed a highly organized brain of pro
portionate magnitude, must have given 
to its possessor intellectual powers im
mensely greater than any of the de
scendants of Adam have ever been en
dowed with.

Indeed one of tbe professors was cer
tain that some little concretions found 
on tbe interior of the piece of skull were 
petrified portions of the brain matter it
self, and ho set to work with tbe micro
scope to examine its organic quality.

In tbe meantime the repairs to tbe 
electrical ships had been completed, 
and, although those discoveries’ upon 
the moon had created a most profound 
sensation among the members of the ex- ] 
pedition and aroused an almost irresist- 1
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senemy.
As tbe comet approached tbe sun its 

electric energy rapidly increased, and, 
watching it with telescopes—for we
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y./ /Around this gigantic footprint gathered 
most of the sclent file members. 

were compelled to resort to the device, 
practiced by all climbers of lofty moun
tains, where the glare of sunlight upon 
enow surfaces is liable to cause tempo-
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